
All mountain skis VOLKL-DEACON XTD + VMOTION 10 GW

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
161 cm 783705 821264725641 3 ks

Suggested retail price: 479.99 € s DPH

Description

Volkl brand skis. Allmountain skis for active skiers who prefer stability. Thanks to its construction and width under
the heel of 76 mm, these skis handle all kinds of bends with ease and won't get lost even in not very well-groomed
terrain.

The Tip Rocker shape, the used XTD PROGRESSive construction (different 3D profile on the toe and heel), the multi-
layer wooden core (Dual Woodcore) and the VMotion2 binding system ensure easy control and high stability.

The vMotion 10 mounting system ensures excellent transfer of ski commands directly to the edges of the ski, thus
contributing to better stability and security. At the same time, the main advantage of the Motion system is
preserved - the free longitudinal deflection of the ski even in the area under the binding, which ensures constant
contact of the ski with the snow along its entire length, and thus a certain behavior of the skis when riding on the
edges. Of course, the binding has all the latest Marker safety standards and is compatible with GripWalk soles.

The binding can be quickly adjusted to different shoe sizes without the need for tools.
Powered by Steel, Full Sidewall, Base: P-Tex 2100, GripWalk

Binding is included in the price of the skis.

Product details:

sidecut: 124/76/105 mm
length 161 cm: radius 14.2
length 168 cm: radius 15.7
length 175 cm: radius 17.3
Base: P-Tex 2100
Core: Dual Woodcore
Binding: vMotion 10
Rocker: Tip Rocker
Technologies: Center Sidewall, Plate System vMotion2
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Skier level: beginner
Ideal for a groomed slope

Note: Installation of ski bindings free of charge
http://www.exisport.com/sk/content/7-montaz-lyziarskeho-vizaenia
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